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fragments/frames   for tenor saxophone + electronics

Performance Notes:

fragments/frames is a mixed work for tenor saxophone that incorporates a precomposed, 
fixed electronic component.  The piece is an attempt to reconcile, at least in part, the 
temporal restriction that is commonly associated with fixed formats.  While the large 
scale structure is strictly determinate, there is a high degree of flexibility for the performer 
from moment to moment.  The sonic material of the work was inspired predominantly 
by the “Energy” style improvisations of woodwindist Drew Ceccato, for whom the piece is 
written.  

The score realization for fragments/frames was conceived of during a rehearsal, where 
it was decided that the quickest and easiest way for the performer to coordinate with the 
electronics was to watch a time-domain representation of the part as it scrolled through 
playback.  It was a practical solution because the electronic component in the piece is 
so heavily marked with instigative or terminative articulations, clearly visible in the time-
domain.  It seemed natural to extend this practice method to the written score; hence, 
the notation for the electronic component of fragments/frames consists simply of a 
graphic of its time-domain representation.  It is advantageous for the performer to 
become familiar with the electronic part through careful and repetative listening, as 
much of its characteristic is ultimately absent from the score.          
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Electronic Requirements:
- stereo loudspeakers

- stereo monitors for the performer

- cardioid condensor mic (or clip mic) for live saxophone

- the electronic part is triggered with a Max/MSP patch; Max/MSP
  or Max Runtime is required

- stereo outputs to a main mixer

A Max/MSP patch is included that enables the electronic part to be triggered by a MIDI 
footpedal so that the performer can coordinate the start times.  For the remainder of the 
piece, the performer should use the scrolling time-domain display of the electronic part in 
the patch for timing and to maintain coordination. The live saxophone should be mixed so 
that it is fused and balanced with the electronics.      

Performance Notes (continued):

slur between low & extreme high register

solo section: Lines are not to be interpreted 
literally.  Most importantly, they outline an
incremental rise in pitch and dynamic, and  a 
sonic quality consistent with the rest of the piece. 
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